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adaptation of the current gait to disturbances and modeling
errors.
In all cases, the accuracy of the ZMP computation, due
to its fundamental role in the non-tilting condition, plays an
important role. Real-time gait generation however requires
a compromise between model complexity and speed. The
simplest and most widely used model considers the whole
system CoM motion while assuming its height constant
and neglecting its inertia. This leads to the Linear Inverted
Pendulum (LIP) [4]. A more accurate expression of the ZMP
can be achieved by increasing the number of considered point
masses with negligible inertia: the multi-mass model. Due to
its important effect on the overall ZMP, 2- or 3-mass models
have been typically used to model the effect of the swinging
leg motion.
One of the first off-line multi-mass based gait generation
approach compensates for all other limbs influence by using
either the trunk motion alone [5] or by also considering the
waist motion to overcome actuator limitations in the trunk
[6]. An on-line trajectory generation algorithm has been
introduced in [7], neglecting the acceleration of the swinging
leg and thus obtaining a gravity compensation which reduces
the problem to that of a particular LIP. The same idea of
maintaining a linear model to derive the CoM has been used
in [8] but considering also multiple masses. Other significant
contributions have followed as [9], [10] who find the body
center of mass reference trajectory for assigned footsteps or
[11] who introduces first the divergent component of motion
and compensates for the swing foot contribution. Multiple
constant height masses have been considered in [12] while
the preview control approach of Kajita [4] has been extended
to the 3-mass problem in [13] where the gain in accuracy was
comparable to the multiple preview stages results.
Most of these papers differ not only in the approximations
used but also in how the CoM trajectory is obtained. We
have, for both the assigned and free footsteps cases, briefly
illustrated in [14], [15] how a recent result [16], which
shows how the ZMP and every corresponding bounded
CoM evolution are related through a so-called boundedness
constraint, can be used for compensating the swing foot
motion.
The alternative setting of Model Predictive Control has
also been used with multi-mass modeling in [17] and most
recently in [18]. Clear advantages of MPC-based algorithms
w.r.t. preview control include shorter prediction horizons
thus allowing online reactive behaviors and most notably the
possibility to deal with constraints.
In this paper we embed a multi-mass model in our

Abstract— We consider the problem of generating a gait with
no a priori assigned footsteps while taking into account the
contribution of the swinging leg to the total Zero Moment
Point (ZMP). This is achieved by considering a multi-mass
model of the humanoid and distinguishing between secondary
masses with known pre-defined motion and the remaining,
primary, masses. In the case of a single primary mass with
constant height, it is possible to transform the original gait
generation problem for the multi-mass system into a single
LIP-like problem. We can then take full advantage of an
intrinsically stable MPC framework to generate a gait that
takes into account the swinging leg motion.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The number of possible applications and the interest for
humanoid robots has grown constantly in the last decade.
However, while other robotic platforms have reached impressive results, most humanoids still seem to move quite poorly
due to their peculiar characteristics: difficulty in maintaining
balance and walking robustly. Therefore gait generation for
humanoids is still a very active research area.
One of the most widely used criteria for generating gaits is
based on the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) and the non-tilting
condition [1] which requires the ZMP to remain within the
robot support polygon. It is however possible to highlight
two distinctive aspects in the gait generation problem: the
generation of a ZMP trajectory compatible with the nontilting constraint and the determination of a corresponding
stable Center of Mass (CoM) trajectory. Once a desired CoM
trajectory is generated, one may use kinematic control to
generate joint commands that will drive the robot along it.
A possible distinction in the gait generation problem can
be made depending if the future steps have already been
decided or not. In particular, if the future footsteps have
been planned in advance then an interpolating desired ZMP
trajectory can be readily obtained such that at any instant the
ZMP remains within the support polygon in both the single
and the double support phase. This situation is usually known
as assigned footsteps problem. If no footstep adaptation is
possible, this solution is not very robust and no reactivity is
possible.
A more challenging problem consists in deciding simultaneously the footsteps placement (and therefore the ZMP) and
the corresponding CoM stable behavior. This corresponds to
a simultaneous CoM/ZMP planning problem [2] or automatic
footsteps problem [3]. Such a solution allows continuous
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intrinsically stable MPC. This framework, proposed in [19]
and further developed in [20], is capable of generating a
gait while guaranteeing that the resulting CoM motion is
bounded, even for a very short prediction horizon. We are
therefore able to generate a gait with automatic footsteps
while taking into account the motion of the swinging leg.
Moving within an MPC framework allows the inclusion of
explicit constraints and cost functions.
The paper is organized as follows: we start in Sec. II with
a general multi-mass modeling approach which will lead to
the equivalent LIP system and a simplified gait generation
problem formulation. This problem will be solved in Sec. III
and applied to the gait generation of a humanoid while taking
into account the motion of the swinging leg for the automatic
footsteps case. Simulations will follow in Sec. IV which
provides a first set of useful comparative results. Conclusions
and future work are finally reported.
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II. H UMANOID MULTI - MASS MODELING
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2-mass model in the sagittal plane.

N > 3. More accurate models can be built by further distinguishing the different humanoid components
(trunk, waist, feet, legs, arms, head) as in [6], clearly at
the expense of an increased computational cost.
Consider the case N = 2 in the sagittal plane1 (x, z),
and refer to Fig. 1. Let (xM , zM ) and (xm , zm ) denote
the coordinates respectively of M and m. The total ZMP
coordinate xz,tot of the 2-mass system is obtained from the
moment balance during single support
•

In the following sections we will first briefly recall the
multi-mass approach to modeling that will be used in this
paper for taking into account the motion of the swinging
leg during the single support phase. The resulting 2-mass
system is then recast as an equivalent LIP, which is then used
to derive the stability constraint that characterizes bounded
motions.
A. Moment balance and ZMP computation
A common approach to simplify the computation of the
ZMP consists in neglecting the inertia of each link around its
center of mass, therefore considering the robot as a collection
of N point masses mi . Typically a number of masses, defined
as secondary and usually associated to limbs, have predefined
relative motions in an inertial frame (e.g., w.r.t. the stance
foot). The system motion must be specified in terms of the
remaining masses, defined as primary.
Typical cases are:
• N = 1. Only the motion of a single mass concentrated
at the humanoid CoM is considered; the resulting system is the Inverted Pendulum (IP). Under the additional
constraint of constant CoM height, the model becomes
linear and is known as the Linear Inverted Pendulum
(LIP). Clearly, there are no secondary masses.
• N = 2. The primary mass represents the main body
and the secondary the swinging leg (see, e.g., [5],
[9]). Alternatively, the primary mass can represent the
humanoid and the secondary a heavy carried load with
either known contact forces or motion [21].
• N = 3. The primary mass represents the main body as
the primary mass and each of the two secondary masses
represents a leg. The main difference with the N = 2
case lies in how the double support phase is modeled.
Another instance of this case is a walking biped carrying
a human as a ‘walking wheelchair’, with the primary
mass standing for the humanoid plus the passenger
body, while the two secondary masses represent the
passenger legs [22].

M zM ẍM − M (g + z̈M )(xM − xz,tot )+

mzm ẍm − m(g + z̈m )(xm − xz,tot ) = 0

(1)

where g is the gravitational constant. Note that when vertical
acceleration of a mass (either z̈M or z̈m ) is equal to −g, its
contribution to the ZMP will be zeroed. This corresponds
to a free fall of the mass and thus unlikely to happen in a
normal gait.
Define
zM
ẍM
(2)
xz,M = xM −
z̈M + g
zm
xz,m = xm −
ẍm
(3)
z̈m + g
One can interpret (2) as the motion equation of an IP of
mass M , variable height zM and ZMP xz,M ; a similar
interpretation holds for in (3) with m in place of M .
Equation (1) can now be rearranged as
(z̈M + g)(xz,tot − xz,M ) =

m
(z̈m + g)(xz,m − xz,tot ) (4)
M

Here, xz,tot − xz,M represents the contribution of m to the
total ZMP. We can solve (4) for xz,tot as
−1


m z̈m + g
m z̈m + g
xz,M +
xz,tot = 1 +
xz,m
M z̈M + g
M z̈M + g
(5)
1 Motions in the sagittal and coronal plane are decoupled and therefore
the same derivations can be carried out in the coronal plane (y, z).
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B. Equivalent LIP
Going back to the case N = 2, assume a constant height
zM for the primary mass to obtain a linear system and thus
(4) leads to the well-known LIP equation which will be called
equivalent LIP
1
(10)
xM − 2 ẍM = xz,M
ωM

z
M ẍM

zM
zm

M
fz

M (g + z̈M )

2
where ωM
= g/zM and

fx

f



m z̈m + g
(xz,tot − xz,m )
(11)
M
g
In [14], [15] the total desired ZMP xz,tot was assigned
and xz,M becomes a known function of time which can
be interpreted as an equivalent ZMP. The gait generation
problem then reduces to finding a bounded solution to (10)
forced by xz,M .
In this paper, following the approach of [19], the ZMP
derivative ẋz,M of the primary mass is going to be chosen
as a decision variable in the MPC formulation. It is therefore
useful to recall how xz,M relates to xz,tot through the moment balance (5) under the constant height zM assumption

−1 

m z̈m + g
m z̈m + g
xz,tot = 1 +
xz,m
xz,M +
M
g
M
g
(12)
This relation will be used in Sec. III-B to define the constraint
on the total ZMP in terms of the decision variable xz,M .
xz,M = xz,tot +

x
xz,tot

xM

xm

Fig. 2. 2-mass model with external force f T = (fx , fz ) applied in
(xm , zm ).

It is important to stress that this total ZMP differs from
the ZMP of an IP with mass m + M concentrated in (xc , zc )
xc =

M xM + mxm
,
m+M

zc =

M zM + mzm
m+M

(6)

i.e., at the CoM of our 2-mass model. In fact, the corresponding ZMP xz,IP satisfies the following moment balance
(m + M )zc ẍc − (m + M )(g + z̈c )(xc − xz,IP ) = 0

C. Stability constraint
We recall how to derive a characterization of the bounded
CoM trajectories associated to a given ZMP trajectory. The
generic solution xM of the LIP equation (10) will diverge
in general. However it has been shown in [16] that there are
some particular solutions satisfying the stability constraint
Z ∞
ẋM (ti )
xM (ti ) +
e−ωM (τ −ti ) xz,M (τ )dτ (13)
= ωM
ωM
ti

(7)

which, using (6), can be shown to differ from (1). The
difference xz,tot − xz,IP can be regarded as an increase in
ZMP prediction accuracy obtained by moving from the 1mass IP to the 2-mass model.
A formally equivalent moment balance can be written
when an external force f T = (fx , fz ) acts on the humanoid
at a generic point (xm , zm ), as shown in Fig. 2:
M zM ẍM − M (g + z̈M )(xM − xz,tot )−

zm fx + (xm − xz,tot )fz = 0

which will remain bounded for all t ≥ ti . Note that (13)
requires future values of the ZMP xz,M . This stability constraint, which characterizes every bounded CoM trajectory,
has been included in the MPC formulation thus defining the
intrinsically stable MPC. The reader should refer to [16],
[19] for further details.

(8)

with the ZMP becoming

xz,tot =

1−

−1

fz
M (z̈M + g)

xz,M −

xm fz − zm fx
M (z̈M + g)



III. I NTRINSICALLY STABLE MPC
In Sec. II-B an equivalent LIP model (10) which accounts
for the swing leg motion has been defined. In the following
we adapt the MPC algorithm presented in [19] and consider
the case when the footsteps are not decided a priori but
are the result of the optimization problem. Therefore we
choose as control variables the ZMP time derivative of the
primary mass, (ẋz,M , ẏz,M ) together with the positions of the
predicted footsteps xjf , yfj , with j denoting the j-th footstep.
Both the sagittal and coronal plane are considered. Note
that the total ZMP (xz,tot , yz,tot ) is not pre-defined so it
can adapt to changes or modeling errors when needed and
simultaneously guarantee the non-tilting condition as in a
simultaneous CoM/ZMP planning problem.

(9)
as in [21], [23].
The previous modeling approach can be extended to the
case of N masses with a single primary mass M (e.g. [4]).
Denoting by (xi , zi ) the coordinates of the i-th secondary
mass mi , the total ZMP can be rewritten in a form that
generalizes (5):
N
−1
X

mi z̈i + g
xz,tot= 1+
M z̈M + g
i=1

!−1

N
−1
X

mi z̈i + g
xz,M +
xz,i
M z̈M + g
i=1

!

where xz,i represents the equivalent of (3) for each mass mi .
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1

p(t)

A. Motion model
The motion model for the MPC consists of the equivalent
LIP (10) plus a dynamic extension to obtain smoother
trajectories, i.e. we consider the following third order system

 

  
ẋM
xM
0
1
0
0
2
2 
 ẍM  = ωM
ẋM  + 0 ẋz,M .
0 −ωM
ẋz,M
0
0
0
xz,M
1
(14)
Following [19], we use piecewise-constant control over time
intervals of duration δ, ẋz,M (t) = ẋiz,M , for t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ),
with ti = iδ, i = 0, 1, . . . and thus xz,M is given by
xz,M (t) = xiz,M + (t − ti ) ẋiz,M ,

t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ).

0
0

for

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

z(t)[m]

(15)
Moreover, due to the particular choice of the swing foot
trajectory (17), the ZMP swing foot contribution remains
linear in the decision variables xjf and xj−2
f




zm
zm
xz,m = xjf 1 − p +
p̈ + xj−2
p̈
p
−
f
g + z̈m
g + z̈m
(19)
Note that xjf represents a control variable only for j ≥ 1
since x0f is the position of the current support foot and x−1
f
is the starting position of the current swinging foot. Using
(19) we can finally rewrite the ZMP constraint (16) as
1
1
σ k+i
k+i
k+i
x
xz,m
+
− xjf + ≤ xmax
z,M
k+i
k+i
1+σ
1+σ
2 z

(20)

k+i
where σ k+i = m(z̈m
+ g)/(M g). This constraint has to
be verified at each sampling instant corresponding to single
support phases over Th . Note that in order to keep the
constraints linear we did not consider the double support
phase; this limitation can however be removed.
The stability constraint, introduced in [19],
N
ẋkM
1 1 − eδωM X iδωM k+i
k
− xkz,M (21)
e
ẋ
=
x
+
M
z,M
ωM 1 − eN δωM i=1
ωM

guarantees that the computed xM trajectory starting at k
is bounded regardless of the choice of Th . This constraint,
computed at each iteration, is obtained by rewriting (13)
k+i
in terms of the control variables samples ẋz,M
. The exact
computation requires knowledge of all the future evolution
of the ZMP, which we can predict only within the horizon
Th , i.e. i ≤ N . For future instants i > N , it is possible to
assume an hypothetical periodic pattern for the ZMP which
leads to the closed form geometric series used in (21). A
k
similar expression holds for ẏz,M
.
Finally we have to ensure that the proposed footsteps are
admissible for the humanoid. To do this we add a feasibility
constraint which defines where each footstep xjf can be
. We choose
placed with respect to the previous one xj−1
f
a rectangular region, although it could be represented as any
convex polytope
!
!
!
max
xjf − xj−1
0
1 xf
f
+
≤±
(22)
2 yfmax
L
yfj − yfj−1

t ∈ [0, tss ] (17)

t ∈ [0, tss ]

0.3

Fig. 3. Swing foot basic motion during single support: timing law p(t),
foot z-coordinate zm (t).

where tss is the single support duration. Here p(t) ∈ [0, 1]
is a monotonically increasing timing law of the swinging
motion along x. The swing foot z-coordinate is given by
max
4zm
t(t − tss ),
t2ss

0.25

t[s]

with xjf the position of the j-th footstep in the current
prediction horizon and xmax
the size of the constraint. To use
z
relation (12) between xz,tot and the control variable xz,M ,
we need to define the swing foot trajectory explicitly. When
the foot moves from position xj−2
to xjf , we can write
f

zm (t) = −

0.2

0.02

0

(16)

for

0.15

0

The constraints that are ensured during the optimization
problem can be distinguished into:
• ZMP constraint. The primary mass ZMP and the footsteps have to be chosen in order to guarantee that
the total ZMP xz,tot always stays inside the support
polygon.
• Stability constraint. The ZMP constraint alone does not
guarantee boundedness of the resulting primary mass
CoM motion. This is achieved by properly including the
stability constraint (13) into the optimization problem.
• Feasibility constraint. The footsteps chosen by the algorithm need to be admissible.
For clarity of exposition, we focus only on one side of the
ZMP constraint. At the generic instant i within the prediction
horizon, we need to guarantee that

xm (t) = xj−2
+ p(t)(xjf − xj−2
),
f
f

0.1

0.04

B. Constraints

1 max
x
2 z

0.05

t[s]

The generic MPC iteration will plan for the time interval
from the current sampling instant tk to tk+N = tk + Th ,
where Th = N · δ is the prediction horizon. We denote
by xkz,M the value of xz,M at the current instant t = kδ
k+i
while xz,M
will represent the predicted value i samples in
the future.

k+i
xz,tot
− xjf ≤

0.5

(18)

max
where zm
is the maximum height reached by the secondary
mass. The timing law p(t) and zm (t) are reported in Fig. 3.
The foot trajectory plays an important role in the gait
generation and requires a deeper analysis [24], [25] .
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Fig. 4. LIP-based MPC with no modeling of the swinging leg (top) vs
MPC for the 2-mass system (bottom): sagittal motion.

Fig. 5. LIP-based MPC with no modeling of the swinging leg (top) vs
MPC for the 2-mass system (bottom): coronal motion.

Here the ± sign takes care of the difference between left
and yfmax represent the size of the
and right foot, xmax
f
admissible region while L is a reference distance between
two consecutive footsteps
To simplify the exposition we did not consider any rotation
of the footsteps, although these can be included by adding
the proper rotation matrices in the constraints expressions.

balance constraints are squares with xmax
= yzmax = 0.03 m,
z
= 0.05 m,
while the size of the feasibility constraints is xmax
f
yzmax = 0.025 m, L = 0.125 m. The prediction horizon is
Th = 1 s (i.e. 2 steps), and the sampling time δ is 0.01 s.
The gains for the cost function are kvx = kvy = 10.
In the first set of simulations we compare a LIP-based
MPC with the proposed MPC based on a 2-mass model
in which the mass m accounts for 30% of the total mass.
Figures 4 and 5 show that in the first case the measured ZMP
is visibly different from the predicted one. The 2-mass MPC
provides a better result, as the measured ZMP is closer to the
predicted one during the single support phase, and the error
is reduced by 35%. We don’t see a significant improvement
in the double support phase, which is also due to the fact that
the dynamic simulator is less reliable for measuring the ZMP
in a situation with multiple contact surfaces, as it produces
several false values.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between four different values
of the mass m, from 0% to 45% with an increase of 15% at
each plot. The best fitting during the single support occurs
with a value of 30% which has also been using for the
previous results. Moreover it is also evident that as we
continue to increase the mass m, the performance get worse
as clearly shown in the 45% plot.
It is important to notice that the 0% case considers the
humanoid CoM coinciding with the mass M which roughly
represents the torso while the first plots in Fig. 4 and 5
represent the LIP-based MPC case where the reference
is generated for the true humanoid CoM, not the torso.
Moreover, by controlling M and requiring that its height
remains constant, it is also evident that the true humanoid
CoM will have a variable height. Indirectly, a variable height
problem has been addressed by solving a constant height one.

C. Optimization problem
We look for the solution that minimizes the cost function

2
2
2  k+i 2 y k+i
k+i
k+i
x
ẋz,M +kv ẋM − vx + ẏz,M +kv ẏM − vy

N 
X
i=1

(23)
subject to the ZMP constraint (20) on xz,tot , the boundedness
constraint (21) and the balance constraint (22). Note that we
have also included a term in the cost function that penalizes
deviations from a reference velocity (vx , vy ).
The motion of the mass m is completely defined in the
single support phase because it is determined by the motion
of the swinging foot. Since one mass accounts for the
contribution of both legs, during the double support phase it
has to go from one foot to the other to ensure the continuity
of xz,m . We do this by letting xz,m change linearly in the
double support phase. Future implementations will consider
other possibilities.
IV. S IMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
We tested the control scheme on a NAO robot model, using
the DART2 dynamic simulator. All simulations are performed
with a given sagittal reference velocity vx = 0.05 m/s.
We evaluated the performance of the scheme by comparing
the predicted ZMP w.r.t. the actual one measured in the
simulator.
In all simulations every step lasts 0.5 s with single and
double support phases respectively of 0.3 s and 0.2 s. The

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have primarily shown that it is possible to
use the intrinsically stable MPC framework also in the case

2 https://dartsim.github.io/
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Fig. 6. 2-mass model, from the top: different values of the mass m in
percentage, 0%, 15%, 30% and 45% of the total humanoid mass.

of a multi-mass humanoid model with a single primary mass
and secondary masses with known motion (e.g., the swing
leg). In particular a major extension has been considering the
automatic footstep case where the footsteps, and therefore the
swinging leg motion, are not fixed but are the outcome of
the MPC solution. The experimental validation is currently
scheduled together with a deeper analysis of the swinging
foot trajectories and the double support phase.
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